Introduction
Application of intelligent information technology for data analysis makes it possible to increase a functional efficiency of systems of control by weakly formalized processes. Processes of control of power units of thermal power plants relate to such processes. A promising way to increase a functional efficiency of weakly formalized controlled processes is the use of ideas and methods of machine learning and pattern recognition. Data analysis methods within the so-called information-extreme intelligent technology (IEI-technology) provide a high accuracy of control in this case. The technology is based on maximization of informational capacity of a control system during a learning process. But problems of construction of decisive rules, which are error-free by a learning matrix, under conditions of substantial intersection of recognition classes in a space of attributes in a process of machine learning remain actual.
The study considers an information-extreme learning of a decision-making support system of control over a power unit of a thermal power plant with polymodal and unimodal decisive rules.
Literature review and problem statement
Most of the existing methods of control of generating units of TPP are based on traditional mathematical modeling of control objects and do not take into account real properties of a weakly formalized technological process due to scientific and methodological constraints [1, 2] . Another promising approach is the application of intelligent information technology of data analysis. It is based on ideas of machine learning and pattern recognition [3] [4] [5] . The reliability of the proposed methods of classification control by a weakly formalized object depends on a choice of a recognition method essentially. Authors consider methods of control of a boiler unit with a use of artificial neural networks in works [6, 7] . The disadvantage of a use of artificial neural networks is the sensitivity to multidimensionality of a space of attributes of recognition and alphabet of classes of recognition, which characterize possible functional states of a technological process. This significantly complicates creation of a centralized informational and analytical system of control of the technological process of a thermal power plant on a base of a decision-making support system (DMSS), which is able to analyze large volumes of data. Application of expert systems in the heat power engineering, as discussed in work [8] , has the main disadvantage π it is inflexibility to a change in operating conditions of a control object. Monograph [9] considers methods of machine learning for decision making support systems of control of a unit of thermal power plant. The paper mentioned shows methods of machine learning in detail on a base of the application of distant measures of proximity of realization of recognition classes. But practice shows that optimization criteria, which are built on distant measurements, do not always give possibility to formulate decisive rules, which are error-free by a learning matrix, in the event of a significant intersection of recognition classes in a space of attributes. In literature, some works, for example [10, 11] , widely discuss application of fuzzy controllers for control of power units. But creation of fuzzy regulators for control systems that use quantitative measurement scale of controlled parameters is not promising. Because an area of the application of fuzzy presentation and knowledge extraction methods are systems with qualitative measurement scales of functioning parameters.
The most suitable for informational synthesis of systems of control by weakly formalized technological processes are methods of machine learning and pattern recognition, their decisive rules arise in the framework of IEI-technology of data analysis [12] . A base of this technology is a maximization of information capability of a control system in a process of machine learning. In a paper [13] , in the framework of IEI-technology, authors considered a problem of information synthesis of DMSS, which is able to learn, to control a power unit of a thermal power plant. But authors failed to achieve high reliability of recognition of functional states of a technological process through a priori non-optimal control tolerances to attributes of recognition.
Let us consider a formalized problem statement of information synthesis of DMSS, which is able to learn, to stabilize a pressure and temperature of a steam at a turbo unit's input in the framework of IEI-technology. Decisive rules of two types will be used to compare reliability in the framework of geometric approach in the process of information-extreme machine learning in this case. We will call decisive rules of the first type polymodal, they are built according to geometric parameters of containers of recognition classes with centers of dispersion of vectors-realizations distributed in a space of attributes. Decisive rules of the second type will be called unimodal, since in this case, recognition classes have a single center of variance of vectors-realizations, and containers of recognition classes have an enclosed structure.
Firstly, let us consider the problem statement of information synthesis of DMSS with polymodal decisive rules. X class, its value is given by a code distance in the Hamming's binary space; δ is the parameter of a field of control tolerances to recognition attributes, it is equal to a half of a symmetrical field of control tolerances and it is determined relative to a base 1 It is necessary to determine optimal values of coordinates of a parameters vector in the process of machine learning (1) . They provide a maximum of the informational criterion averaged by an alphabet of recognition classes in a working (acceptable) area of its function definition:
E is the informational criterion of optimization of parameters of DMSS learning, it is calculated on k-th step of learning; G E is the working (acceptable) area of determination of a function of an information criterion; {k} is the set of learning steps on which recognition class containers are restored in a radial basis of a space of attributes).
The problem statement of information synthesis of DMSS with unimodal decisive rules has the following differences in comparison with the above statement:
X is ordered, a magnitude of deviation of technological parameters from a standard characterize recognition classes in it;
2) there is no need to optimize averaged vectors-realizations of recognition classes, since all of them have a single center of dispersion;
3) there is no need to optimize a radius of an outer container.
Thus, within the framework of the IEI-technology, maximization of the information capability of DMSS in a process of machine learning is a solution of a problem of informational synthesis of DMSS, which is able to learn.
The aim and objectives of the study
The aim of present study was to develop an information-extreme algorithm for information-extreme machine learning of DMSS to stabilize a pressure and temperature at the input of a steam turbine power unit.
To achieve the objective, it was necessary: -to develop a method of deep machine learning of a decision-making support system of control of a power unit of a thermal power plant in the framework of IEI-technology; -to implement an algorithm of DMSS learning programmatically with a use of polymodal decisive rules obtained when using hyper-spherical containers of recognition classes, centers of which are distributed in a space of attributes;
-to implement an algorithm of DMSS learning programmatically with a use of unimodal decisive rules obtained when using enclosed classes of recognition classes.
Materials and methods of the study of a decisionmaking support system
We consider a categorical model of information-extreme learning of DMSS in the form of a generalized oriented graph since the controlled process is weakly formalized. An operator of a reflection of a corresponding set to another set characterizes an edge of a graph. The input mathematical description has the form of a set of structures
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where T is the set of moments of time of information retrieval; G is the set of input factors; Ω is the space of attributes of recognition; Z is the space of possible functional states of a technological process; Y is the sample set (input learning matrix); X is the binary learning matrix; 1 Ф :G T Z Ý´Ω´→ is the operator of formation of a sample plural Y; 2 Ф :Y X → is the operator of a formation of a binary learning matrix X. Fig. 1 shows a categorical model of DMSS with polymodal decisive rules and optimization of a system of control tolerances.
Fig. 1. Categorical model of learning of DMSS with polymodal decisive rules
Cartesian product T×G×Ω×Z sets a universe of tests in Fig. 1 . The operator θ reflects binary vectors-realizations of the learning matrix X on the partition | | M ℜ of the attribute space into recognition classes, and the operator ψ verifies the basic statistical hypothesis about the belonging of realizations to the corresponding recognition class. A set of statistical hypotheses I is formed according to the results of the statistical hypothesis check, and the operator γ forms the set of precise characteristics .
ℑ The operator φ calculates the set of E values of the information criterion for optimization of learning parameters, and the operator r restores containers of recognition class, which are constructed in the radial basis of the space of attributes, at each step of the machine learning. Categorical model shown in Fig. 1 has an additional contour of optimization of control tolerances to recognition attributes. It is closed through the term-set D -a system of control tolerances. The operator v chooses from the plural V a type of a radial-basic decisive rule, and the operator u regulates the process of machine learning.
The categorical model ( Fig. 1 ) presents an information-extreme algorithm for learning of DMSS with optimization of a system of control tolerances to recognition attributes in the form of an iterative procedure of a search for the global maximum of the information criterion (2) .
where G δ is the acceptable range of values of the parameter δ of the control tolerance field to recognition attributes. Thus, the optimization of the system of control tolerances to recognition attributes consists in organization of a search of the global maximum of the information criterion (4) in a working (admissible) area of determination of its function in the process of machine learning. A paper [14] presents the main stages of implementation of the information-extreme algorithm (3) of DMSS learning with the parallel optimization of the system of control tolerances to recognition attributes.
We can use modified criteria of Shannon or the criteria of Kullback as an information criterion for optimization of machine learning parameters in methods of IEI-technology. They provide the same optimization results. We will use a modified Kullback measure to evaluate the functional efficiency of machine learning. For two alternative 
where
are the full probabilities of correct and incorrect decision-making, respectively, they are calculated on the k-th step of the optimization of DMSS learning parameters; − is the sufficiently small number to be entered to avoid division into zero (r value is chosen in the interval 1 3 r < ≤ in practice). The standardized form of the criterion (4) has the form
where E max is the maximum value of the criterion (4) at
Polymodal decisive rules constructed in a work [14] did not provide high functional efficiency of machine learning, since control tolerances changed at each learning step at the same time for all attributes of recognition. We should consider control tolerances obtained by reaching the information criterion (2) of their maximum value as quasi-optimal in this case. We can achieve improvement in the functional efficiency of machine learning through the implementation of parallel-sequential optimization of control tolerances to recognition attributes. In this case, quasi-optimal control tolerances obtained by results of parallel optimization are starting points for sequential optimization. This approach can increase both the reliability of decision making and the efficiency of the algorithm of sequential optimization, since the search for the global maximum of the information criterion takes place in a working area of its function definition only.
We will carry out a sequential optimization of control tolerances to recognition attributes in the process of machine learning in the iterative procedure of approaching of the global maximum of the information optimization criterion (4) to the limit value in the acceptable range of its function definition
where G δi is the area of acceptable values of the parameter δ i of a control tolerance field for the i-th recognition attribute; L is the number of runs of the iterative procedure of sequential optimization of control tolerances to recognition attributes; ⊗ is the symbol of repetition of an operation. In accordance with a Walter Ashby's principle of delayed decisions, the process of machine learning should continue until the time when decisive rules will be obtained without 
Fig. 2. Categorical model of training of DMSS with optimization of selection levels of coordinates of averaged binary vectors-realizations of recognition classes
The categorical model shown in Fig. 2 contains an additional optimization contour with a term-set C, whose elements are values of selection levels from the interval [0; 1] in comparison with the previous model (Fig. 1) .
The structure of the iterative procedure of parallel optimization of a level of selection of coordinates of an averaged vector-realization of the base recognition class , 
where G ρ is the acceptable range of values of ρ parameter. The algorithm of sequentail optimization of the level of selection ρ m,i also consists of the approximation of the global maximum of the information optimization criterion to the maximum limit value in a working (acceptable) region of its function definition and has a structure
where i G ρ is the range of acceptable values of ρ m,i parameter for the i-th recognition attribute; S is the number of runs of the iterative procedure of sequential optimization of the level of selection of coordinates of averaged binary vector-realizations of patterns; ⊗ is the symbol of repetition of an operation.
We structured the alphabet of recognition classes in order to improve the functional efficiency of machine learning. Recognition classes corresponded to the following functional states of the technological process: "Less than normal", "Normal" and "More than normal". Such a structuring of the alphabet of recognition classes gives possibility to switch from polymodal decisive rules to unimodal rules, which are built by parameters of enclosed containers of recognition classes with a single geometric center. Fig. 3 shows a categorical model of machine learning with an enclosed structure of recognition class containers.
Fig. 3. A categorical model of DMSS learning with unimodal decisive rules
Categorical model shown in Fig. 3 has an additional contour. Its purpose is a sequential selection from the ordered alphabet A of the neighbor class for further determination of the optimal outer radius of its hyper-spherical container.
Categorical models are essentially generalized structural schemes of algorithms of information-extreme machine learning and they are widely used for resolution of problems of functional programming.
Results of machine learning of a decision-making support system
We carried out the implementation of the mentioned above DMSS learning algorithms for a power unit control according to the learning matrix formed on the archival data obtained at Shostkinskaya TPP (Shostka, Ukraine). The total number of recognition attributes periodically measured was 64. In this case, the ordered alphabet consisted of three classes, the classes characterized a functional state of the technological process at the input of the steam turbine. Fig. 4 shows the graph of the dependence of the information criterion averaged by recognition classes alphabet (5) on the parameter δ of the field of control tolerances to recognition attributes. The graph was obtained during the parallel optimization process with polymodal decisive rules. A dark color shows the working (acceptable) area of the definition of the function of the criterion (4). In this area, the criterion is calculated under condition that the first authenticity assumes a value greater than 0.5, and the error of the second type is less.
An analysis of Fig. 4 shows that the maximum value of an average standardized criterion (5) In the process of machine learning, we obtained a minimum value of expression (9) at the quasi-optimal parameter of a field of control tolerances 3 % δ = ± from a nominal value of recognition attributes.
We implemented an algorithm (6) for sequential optimization of control tolerances to recognition attributes to improve the functional efficiency of machine learning. We took the quasi-optimal value of the field parameter of tolerance obtained from the results of parallel optimization as a starting point for the sequential optimization algorithm. Fig. 5 shows a chart of the change of the standardized criterion (5) from the number of learning steps with sequent optimization of control tolerances to recognition attributes. An analysis of Fig. 5 shows that we obtain the maximum value of the average information optimization criterion, which exceeds the value obtained during the implementation of the parallel optimization algorithm at the second run of the sequential optimization algorithm. At the same time, each run consisted of 64 learning steps, in which an iterative search for an optimal field of control tolerances to all recognition attributes was carried out. Fig. 6 shows charts of dependence of the information criterion (4) on the radii of recognition class containers, obtained during the process of sequent optimization of the control tolerances to recognition attributes.
An analysis of Fig. 6 shows that the optimal value of the radius of the container of the recognition class 1 o X is It was not possible to construct decisive rules based on error free learning matrix with the use of the results of parallel-sequential optimization of control tolerances to recognition signs. Therefore, according to the principle of delayed solutions, we additionally implemented the algorithm of parallel optimization of a level of selection of coordinates of average binary vector-realizations of recognition classes according to the procedure (7). Fig. 7 shows a fragment of the chart of dependence of the averaged standardized information criterion (5) on ρ level of selection of coordinates of averaged binary vector-realizations of recognition classes. A chart analysis in Fig. 7 shows that the value of the parameter 0,5 ρ = taken during the formation of an input of learning matrix belongs to sets of its optimal values, and therefore the maximum value of the information criterion in the process of its optimization remains unchanged.
Thus, the machine learning of DMSS of the control of a power unit of a thermal and power plant did not give possibility to achieve its high functional efficiency due to a substantial intersection in a space of attributes of recognition classes. According to the principle of delayed solutions, increase in the functional efficiency of machine learning is achieved by increasing the depth of machine learning, including the optimization of parameters of the formation of an input mathematical description of DMSS. But in practice this way does not always makes possible to construct decisive rules, which are error-free by a learning matrix. Therefore, we carried out a transition from the polymodal classifier to the unimodal class with enclosed structure of containers of recognition classes. 
d =
And it is possible to construct decisive rules, which are by error-free by a learning matrix, since the average information optimization criterion reaches its maximum limit value
1. E =
Discussion of results of studying machine learning of a decision-making support system
The proposed method of information synthesis of a decision-making support system, which is able to learn, for the control of a power unit of a heat power plant is realized in the framework of IEI-technology of data analysis. Such an approach takes precedence over other methods of data analysis, since it gives opportunity to construct decisive rules, which are error-free by a learning matrix, under condition of substantial intersection of recognition classes in a space of attributes. A use for optimization of learning parameters of the modified Kullbak information criterion contributes to this significantly. The peculiarity of mentioned criterion is the fact that it is a functional of precise characteristics. Precise characteristics, in turn, depend on geometric param-eters of containers of recognition classes. Thus, we can state that the information criterion of the optimization of machine learning parameters is a generalized measure of similarity of patterns.
In addition, we transformed an input learning matrix into a binary learning matrix in the proposed method. And this made possible to adapt the incoming mathematical description of DMSS to the maximum functional efficiency of machine learning. We applied a deep machine learning with optimization of the system of control tolerances to recognition attributes and levels of selection of coordinates of binary averaged vectors realizations, since recognition classes substantially intersected in a space of attributes. At the same time, we implemented the information-extreme algorithm of machine learning with polymodal decisive rules. Analysis of the obtained graphs of the dependence of the information criterion of optimization on parameters of machine learning (Fig. 4-7) showed that the constructed polymodal decisive rules have low functional efficiency. We implemented an information-extreme algorithm of machine learning with unimodal decisive rules after the ordering of the alphabet of recognition classes by a magnitude of deviation of a functional state of the technological process from the standard regime. Analysis of the graphs of the dependence of the information criterion (4) on a magnitude of external radii of enclosed containers of recognition classes showed that it is possible to construct decisive rules, which are error-free by a learning matrix, in this case. In addition, the use of the unimodal classifier increases the efficiency of machine learning, since it is no longer necessary to determine the closest neighbor for a recognition class and it is not necessary to determine a radius of an outer class recognition container.
Thus, the use of unimodal decisive rules in the framework of IEI-technology can increase the functional efficiency and reduce the calculating work content of machine learning if to compare with the use of polymodal decisive rules. The scope of application of unimodal decisive rules is controlled technological processes with a magnitude of deviation from the standard mode by functional states.
For the sake of clearness we considered an example of the implementation of the proposed method of machine learning for three recognition classes in the study. In practice, it is advisable to structure an alphabet of recognition classes of greater power. This will increase the accuracy of control and thus reduce energy costs. At the same time, the expansion of an alphabet will reduce areas of recognition classes in a space of attributes. The consequence of this will be a decrease in the reliability of decisive rules. Therefore, further study should be directed to the introduction of redundancy of a binary learning matrix by methods of maladaptive encoding, which will expand a space of attributes and increase radii of enclosed classes of recognition classes.
Conclusions
1. We proposed a method of deep machine learning of DMSS to control a power unit of a thermal power plant in the framework of IEI-technology of data analysis. At the same time, we carried out the optimization of the system of control tolerances to recognition attributes and levels of selection of coordinates of averaged vectors-realizations of recognition classes in the process of machine learning. It made possible to construct decisive rules, which are error-free by a learning matrix.
2. Machine learning of DMSS with polymodal decisive rules did not make possible to obtain high functional efficiency due to a priori high degree of intersection in a space of attributes of recognition classes.
3. Machine learning of DMSS with unimodal decisive rules makes possible to build decisive rules, which are error-free by a learning matrix, and to reduce the calculation complexity of the learning algorithm in comparison with polymodal decisive rules.
4. Analysis of the obtained results showed that the area of application of unimodal decisive rules is controlled technology processes with a magnitude of deviation from the standard mode by functional states.
Introduction
Ensuring the reliability and efficiency of operation of complex spatial objects is a topical issue in the aviation, power, oil and gas indries, as well as for special-purpose engineering structures. In general, such objects are characterized by large dimensions, non-stationarity of processes, distribution of parameters, nonlinearity, incomparteness of control of external factors, conditions and modes of functioning. Design of structural elements of such objects is based on the principle of safe damage, which allows for a microdefect, but such that does not lead to efficiency loss and object destruction [1] [2] [3] . However, the presence of welded or rivet joints of structural elements of complex spatial objects poses a threat of the emergence and development of multi-site damages. This may lead to destruction characterized by a sudden and rapid propagation due to combining among themselves and absorbing small-size cracks. Such a nature of damage development, difficult operating conditions, limited information about the actual technical condition lead to the multi-classing of objects in both time and space. In order to ensure safe and effective operation of such objects, it is necessary to provide multi-class diagnostics for timely detection of damage, assessment of its extent, monitoring of its development and interaction on large-sized surfaces of complex spatial objects. This will contribute to ensuring the reliability and efficiency of operation, preventing the destruction of complex spatial objects and averting catastrophic consequences.
Literature review and problem statement
Continuous monitoring of the technical condition (TC) of structures in operation, development control of damage, operational loads can be implemented in monitoring systems based on the concept of Structural Health Monitoring 
